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ENEDMITZLISILMON

Ow society is becoming =se aware of the special needs of
sane of its members as evl.denced in the modifications that have
been made in the public domain, i.e. rams, special toilet
facilities, hearing devices in tbeaters, etc. Program have been
legislated by state and federal /Law for akontiaal and swport
services to addrms the special needs of children. orbmitiesto take pert more fully take part in all aspects of daily living
=time to open up for people with physical, copitive, social
and anotiaal challazges.

Mile modifications for the more visible handicaps have been
inplemented, there is a population of adults with special needs
sto ammter diffiCulties in daily living tasks and at the work
place ntich are not so widely reoognized. This population,
designated as people with moderate special needs (MN)* receive
fat services after the age of twenty-me.

*These abbreviations will be used henceforth in this report. Theyare ammistent with time used in the questionnaire. (Appendix 2)

- persaz or people with moderate special needs (includes
those designated learning disabled with low average
intellectual capabilities)

GP - general population: all others except WIN or those with
clearly identified deficits

CtiS - on-site supervisor: person responsible for supervising vaark
of 113N az the job site

TS - training supervisor: professionals vho train and maintain
contact with the 14M and the MS; this person could be frau
within the organization or frau an aztside source, i.e. Pak
Rehabilitation counselor, Threshold faculty

WS - work supervisor: employee of the organization Sitb3
supervises the biotic of the CtiS; i.e. director of an agency
or school, =many executive, department head

(Reference to the WS is made in the questionnaire, but is not
discussed in the findings because too few respondents answered
questicns in regard to the V1S.)

Derkellansiolawastajwinumalligim

Typically, rem, the target populatial for this study could
not be singled out by their physical appearanoe from others inthe general population (GP) . They are a heterogeneous
population characterized kv lad average intelligence, with poor
readin and/or loth skills, difficulty with vertal and/or written
xtirathcation, inability to abstract and generalize, and social
iimmturity. Some other characteristics nhich occur in this
population are short attention span, distractibility, information
processing deficits, menory problem, perseveration, and
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manufacturing company vmuld put a machine operator on
the jcb without thorough, preparation in tow to
operate the equipment. Yet, many organizations feel
comfortable asking an employee to switth roles
usually over the weekend, leaving the jcb an Friday
as an operator and showing up on Monday in the nre
role of supervisorwithout any prior training....Tho
often organizations leave the graath of supervisors
to cbarve, hoping they will eventually acquire the
skills to be effective." (Phillips 1985 p.13)

If attention is not being given to training for the role of
supervisor for the general population, then there is even a more
dramatic concern for arployees, wtm need sane special supervisory
consideration.

Klitrantiadaufaki
The need for this study les sutstantiated bjr a lack of

literature an the subject of supervision of seployees with
moderate special needs. Mile there is a body Of literature al
supervision in the huma.n services and ce management in liminess
and industry, there is Little directed specifically to the
supervisory needs of the 14SK population. A literabare search ofthe education data base fran 1978-88 and business and indusay
data base 1971-88 (=ler the headings of supervision, vocational
adjustment, learning disabilities, special needs, and
developmental disabilities), turned up ally four articles related
to the supervision of NM on the job. One of the articles ves a
=unary of another publication. Others dealt with general labor
relations issues, employer attittees or specifically focused cnthe mentally retarded population. Further exploration of the
pericdical literature through Fetruaxy 1990 turned up no further
articles directed to supervision of MM.

glIEBINES2Palcc_ittstiazsmnal
Mine training 213N at Threshold to mork in the human

services, we have discovered sane techniques which areparticularly germane to supervising this population. These
techniques take into account three basic characteristics of the
learning disabled adult. First, they are individuals %those self-
imaae is typically lag, making than unsure of themselves.
Seoind, while they are limited intellectually, they have the
rapacity to learn and function effectively and ansistently ;sten
helped. Third, as with any category of people, adults with
learning disabilities are individuals with their owe
personalities and styles.

Additionally, in our work at Threshold with field via&
supervisors, we have fcund a variety of techniques and roles to
be effective: interpreting the nature of learning disabilities totha ONS; supporting an-site mpervisors as they ape with the
unique limits and potential of the student with ;thorn they are
working; teaching and Incdaing supervisory skills; supporting theon-site supervisors as they struggle with their feelings of
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success or failure about the student's progress. Thus, validating
th-e tedmiques for working with MSN and supporting CMS was
another incentive for this study.

Mootbsoms

In developing this study, I made several assumptions:

1. kW present problems at the workplace which differ in
kind and intensity from those of the GP.

2. Effective supervisory techniques for working with MSN
differ from those used with the GP in kind and frequency
with tghich they are needed.

3. On site supervisors of MSN will benefit from information
about moderate special needs and tedmiques for helping
ESNs to igprove their perfotzmance.

4. CM site supervisors require affective as well as
technical support in their irArk with I.

5. Because of the limited information available
specifically (pared to the supervision of NW, the
results of this study would be of value to those
training, hiring, and/or supervising BM on the job.

I wanted to investigate the validity of these assuroptions with
human service professionals who had cooperated with Threshold and
to test them cut as well with atployers in hisiness and industry.

The research analysis was designed to:

1. Thcrove swport for cn-site supervisors ((VS);
2. Identify issues cm the job which are probleroatic for the

functioning of the MSN;
3. Clarify specific techniques of supervision which enable the

MSN to furation better on the job.

IIMIE11111211203

In preparing for this study, a review of mpervisory
literature in the human services and management was made. The
purpose of the review was to =ware 9eneral supervisory nett:ads
with techniques assumed to be more uniquely suite:1 to supervision
of the MM.-

gligetkillake
The next step was the design of a questionnaire to collect

data in the following categories:
1. Teahniques whichsupport the MS
2. Factors influencing cluality of support to the IEN
3. Issues affecting job performance of the MSN and the GP
4. Techniques which GIS might use with either MN or GP
5. Open ended questions
6. Background information on respondents (Appendix 3)

This questionnaire was pre-tested for form and content by four
human service professionals. (Appendix 11)
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The questskrmaire was mailed to 105 cooperating practi-
tioners who serve or have served over the past three years as CNS
for Threshold students in the two year and transitien programs.
These questionnaires stiere mailed on January 3, 1990 with a return
deadline of January 22, 1990. By January 24, 1990 forty
ra;pcnses were received. Cn January 25, follcw-up letters were
sent azt. January 31 - Fetruary 2 teletzbene calls were made as a
further follew-up. Sixty-seven questiconaires were returned
!Ac1z1ing cne that came too late to tally and cne that was deemed
rot usable. Right were returned with no forwarding address.
This represents a return rate of 68% thich is quite high for
self-ceepleted mailed survey questiormaires.

The questiennaire was designed as a research instrument and
the cover letter clearly explained to respcodents that it was not
an evaluation of the Threshold Program. (Appendix 1)

Data frail the canpleted questiaraires tvere entered cn a
canputer, verified and processed using SPSS (Statistical Package
for the Social Schemes). Responses to each of the questiens are
reported in Amendices 4 - 8.

in* typical respondent was a female, 26-50 years old, with a
BA or MA degree in child development or early chilcbood
education, teaching in or administering a day care center.
Seventy-five percent of the respondents had more than five yearsof experience in their field, with a ninirsura of two years fcr all
respondents. Most had supervised three or more MSN and 75% had
supervisory experience with the GP. ,I.Appendix 9)

Irteredgm

A second part of the research was conducted as open ended
interviews with people uto train and hire YSN and other people
with spwial needs. (Appendix 10) None of those interviewed
received the questionnaire. These interviews ircluded former QNS
of Threshold students or gradates, as well as employers and
personnel managers in business and industry, and professionals in
agencies or training programs geared to serve people with special
needs.

People who were interviewed were told the purpose of the
research, namely to learn abeut the employment performance of MSN
and supervisory experiences with that peculaticn. Since many of
the people with special needs with whan the interviemees vaorked,
fell into categories other than MSN, I sought to get as with
information as possible about the respondent's total experience.
It soon became apparent that there cos a minimal number of MN
(as defined in this shx1y) involved. Most of the other employees
had more visible handicaps.

After the interviewees shared their experiences, I prated
further for specifics regarding work with MSN and stwort for MS
within their companies. Using the two open ended questions frcei
the questionnaire (Appendix 3) yielded helpful responses. In
sane instanees I also visited. special needs employees at their
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work sites. Results of the interviews and visits are included in
the findings section of this report, mostly as examples which
support the statistical information from the questionnaire. A
listing of interviews is included in Appendix 10.

MMUS
Interpretation of the data generated by the questionnaire

and the open ended interviews should be read with the following
sord of caution. Each NSN, as with any other human being, is a
completely different indi.vidual dammed:rating all, same, or few
of the issues or problems researched. Several respondents sgho
had experience with more than one MN said it los hard to fill
cut tlw questionnaire because of the variation free person to
person. Readers of this rwort are reminded to =wider the
responses as a %thole for the pmpose of seeing trends,
recognizing that there are substantial individual variations.

The findings will be discumed under the following headings:

1. Positive Aspects of Job Performance of the MSN
2. Problematic Issues for the NSN on the Job
3. Expectations of the MN at Work
4. Techniques for Supervision of MSN on the Job
5. Sources of Support for the CUS
6. Techniques used by the Training Supervisor (TS) to support

the MS
7. Factors Mich Affect the Support CNS Gives to the MN

B2ilitiVILAIREcts_st_abift1±11111Qa_gt_tb2_112T:

In keeping with the basic supervisory principle of pointing
cut positives to the ISSN before discussing negatives, it is
important to point out findings frau th research which suggest
positive qualities about NEW as exployees. Respcnses to the
questiminaim and comments from the intervietis clearly indicate
that people with moderate special needs are deperehable, long term
mployees who can be counted on to shad up regularly aril on time.
Indeed several employers emphasized longevity on the job, utich
is cost effective for the company; loyalty to the organization:
and pride in doing a good job, as reasons otly they cmntinue to
hire people with special needs.

Absence and tardiness from %cork were airong the lowest
ranking issues on the questionniare for the 1S1, ranking 23 and
24 respectively; wt.:rams for people in the general population
tardiness was ranked #5 and was much more frequently an issue
than for the MSN. (Appaxlix 4) It_ an unoublished staldy by
Suzanne Posthill, Coordinator of the Transition Program at
Thrfzhold, employers of Threshold graduates were asked to rate
their employees on a variety of qualities. These employers gave
the highest ratings to pumtuality and attendance. (Pcsthill
1989)
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An unexpected positive finding was the greater capacity of
!EN to accept criticism on the jcb as ccapared to other people.
(Appeodix 4) The general. assuapticn about the MN is that theyare quite self conscious and react to criticism as a perscnalattack. ftwever, in the study, the inability to acoept criticism
was ranked by the supervisors as the 11 issue for the GP but 111far the }EN. 143st probably the explanation for this finding is
that the 14:M popilaticn with wtou respcndents viorked ware
primarily students or graduates of the Threshold Program. One of
the skills Threshold emphasizes with its students is haa to take
=instructive criticism. Other possible explanations are:

1. MEN have been subjected to more criticism and redirection
all their lives than tbe and have became more accustaued
to dealing with it.

2. Because MN have la.; self esteem and insecurity about their
role, they perceive themselves as needing redirection

3. Me Emperviscrs, aware of the sensiti-dties ce the MN,
offer feedback in ways that are easier for the MN to bear.
Being open to criticism is a basic elemalt in retaining

enployment, particularly with people like IVN wilo are viewed by
potential atiployers as a risk pcpilaticn. 'That the Mi" sesems
reeeptive to feedback frau a supervisor and is willing to try new
ways, are inportant factors far encouragii.g emplzymalt of MM.

All people who were intervi.ewed supported the findings in
regard to attadance and punctuality. Many of them also actin:Er/Led
cn the eagerness to learn and perform well thich most of their
special needs employees detemstrated. In a study ccnducted by
Hoffman et al, employed learning disabled adults reported likingtheir jobs despite their limitaticns. Me ID adults reported
"making special efforts in order to do their jobs well." (Hoffman
et al 1987 p.46) Many .interviames also reported that MN tend
to do ;ghat they are told without questicn. Mcst receive
criticism without outward reacticn sthen they have dcne sceething
wrang. Several supervisors said that they taxi to be more gentle
and patient utlen giving redirection to the special neat
employee.

Another side benefit to the ampany, as reported by several
atployers, was that the presence of the special needs enployee
0mb:1h:tad to the overall atmosphere of the werk place. Their
presence helped co-workers to learn more patience for each other
and to develop more consideratica for everyone ccncerned.

A survey of enployers condmted by the NA Rehabilitation
Contuission reported that hiring persons with disabilities had the
follawing benefits:

1. A catpany benefits from having good employees who are
dependable, highly motivated, loyal, reliable, and remain on
the job.



2. Hiring persons with disabilities enriches a ccmpany's
culture by divemifying the staff. 14orale is improved
because coworkers feel good that they are helping athezs,
mnagers feel competent, and it gives a positive messaae
the larger ;so& force.

3. The capacity to hire persons witkdisabilities
gives °meanies an edge in a laJor-short ecmxny.
(MA Rehabilitatice Conenissial March 1989 p.8)

EraUseticiatuniccitaillifs
Recndents to the questionnaire identified several

behavi.oral issues as coourring mach more frequently with MSN than
with CZ). (Appendix 4) The five most probleratic ithich emerge in
the data are:

-imecurity about their roles
-laq self-esteem
-memory problems
-distractibility
-inability to transfer learning (Appendix 4)

ASSN can learn coping skills, bit these five manifestations
of disability are less modifiable in the work situaticn than
managing such job respcosibilities as attendance and p3nctuality
%Allot, as discussed, were very lcm on the list of DEN problem.

If, remenbering what to do is a problem, paying attention is
difficult, and dealing with a new experience is frustrating, it
stands to reason that the MSN would generally feel insecure and
not have much self esteem. Throughout their lives MSN are
confranted with situaticns ohich are frmtrating and make them
feel inadequate because the deficits cited hinder their
functicning nbore satiszactorily. It is not surprising that
insecurity about their role and lcm self esteem show up high cn
the list of tcrk related problems far the MSN who cxmtend with
mmory problems, distzactibility, and the inability to transfer
learning from one silaation to another.

Two other issues which are more frequently problems for MSN
than for GP are: nirphility to follcw directicns" and "reluctance
to ask questions." (Appendix 4) Inability to follow directicm
might be due to perceptual deficits validl impair the MSN's
understanding, even though has heard the words. Thus, s/he
cannot follow through because the information has become
scrambled in the process of trying to put it into action.
Sanetims this is sem as a memory problem rather than a
prccessing one.

On seeking to understand the dynamics of these two issues,
cited above it becomes clear that they are interrelated and feed
on each other. 14:3N have difficulty follcwing directions, yet,
they are reluctant to ask for help. Men asked about this
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pattern, the usual resparse of the MS is "I dcm't want to scald
stupid." (Weiss 1985 p.4) Thus, their la# self image gets in the
way of seeking the help which might enable them to perform
better.

Scale of these problea areas were further axrcborated in a
study by Hoffman et al tohich stayeyed:

381 ID adults eligible for voaational rehabilitaticn
948 pavviders of service to ID persces
212 advocates or consumers of services for ID perscns

(i.e.parents)

All three groupsArientified memory;problaas,as the most
signifiCant cognitive prooessirbg pmlolea. 'Service Pcoviders
viewed Niot. foUcwth directicos",-as' the majOr lotrblea in
secta-ing;-and 'keeping a. job, -MO reflected difficult, following
directions in, filling 'cut job, appliciations-as Well as fUlfillim;
JCL! ea:Peet:aeons. Major 'barriers to job swami far the learning
-disabled .661Ults were: probletis Presented because of lad self
ccaceP't. authort,sziggest that these -iadults need to:have a
better ,Understanding of their .needs end to accept themselves so
as to deVelop a rare positive self' concept, (Hoffman et al 1987)

Although lcker in rank and'perpentage of COMO.= there
are two othw behavioral iesues which' need tO acknOwlialged
because of the relativelylhigh disparity bet:ween thelad and GP.
The Most glaring, difference reported in 'the cpestionnaire is "the
repetition of behaviors, and verbalizations"-Trthich les noted five
and a half times Thom freguentlY for the MN. Me other
oharecteristic'Which occurred twice as frequently vas
"imPuisivity". (Appendix- 4) The follcwing is an exauple of hag
perseverative behavior coupled With impu7sivity can became an
irritant cn the job:

An NSW was having trouble at work because he
repeatedly auterrupted the supervisor to remind him
of Informaticn. the MN had already camminicated
several times before, i.e. he had a doctor's
appointment the next day aixi would have to leave work
early. The MSN Would then also repeat all the
reasons why he had to have the appointment at that
tiMe.

Silni 'far behavior had occurred several times before.
This time the supervisor felt that he could no laver
tolerate'being interrupted,. 'That week in their
eaverviscay- ' Ccnferenoe, the,supet,,eplained to
the NSW the inaPpilopriateneSs of repeating the sane
ccamiaation'vver and-acrer again. lie_,especially

Minted out t4e;#43u1siiiene0s of ,tte-1:1347.iior in that
"the.MSN treqUeiitly interrUpted.hin. They agreed that
stieneVer.the-MSII-was,,acting impultiVely or repeating

the-:superVisor _Would point it out
iianediately, trYing Mat to eaterrass the MSN in front
-9; Other PFc§le.
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Another perspective on the issue of perseveration is that
KM sometimes can be valuable erployees in tasks that require
repetition. Valereas sane of these tasks could become tedious and
the employee lose interest, sane employers vtho were interviewed
pointed out that they could depend on the camnittment of the MSN
to the job.

Mat inpulsivity is a problem for the learning disabled
adult is supported by the study ccnducted by lbffman et al. All
three groups surveyed identified.the issue of talking or acting
without thinking as a 'leder problem for the learning disabled
adult on the job. (Hoffman et al 1987 p. 48) Impulsivity las
also reported as wproblen by several employers interviewed.
Besides being annoying to others, it can distract the MN as tsr_11
as co-corkers from attention to the job.

Other issues surveyed in the study which impact at job
performer= are related to ',Intent about,health and safety for
the MN or the dtildren or wients with %thou they work. Both for
theaselves and for others, MN-were nitel on the qmsticnnaire as
twice as likely to user-poor judgment in regard to health and
safety. -In hymn service jobs, this could be a major detriment
as the enployee has the responsiblity to look out for the welfare
of the children or the clients. On the job safety vas discussed
with several of the interviewees fran business and industry who
felt that their spwial needs -enployees =old be trained to work
safely; however, these jobs were nx:sre routine than dealing with
the inconsistencies of human behavior and did not require as nuth
judgment on the part of the erployee.

ElgectetiMILIZEIOLICKlit

The importance of these findings Is that, although the same
problems ow= in the general population, the issues are
significantly more prevalent for the MM. Became the ErM
outwardly appear to be like anyone else of their age and are
lariat to deny their disabilities, or at least hope that they can
escape notice, their cWicits are not always readily apparent.
Ebr this reason others have the tendency to expect more Iran the
2.EN than their Capabilities warrant. Indeed, most of the
employers and persainel managers who wre interviewed,
spartaneously cemented that adjustment and retention problems
for the MSN, rare likely to be more pronamced than for other
handicapped populations. 'they attribute this to the fact that 14SN
appear adequate and do not admit to their needs, while
limitations of other handicapped individuals are more obvious.

The findings of a study by Mimkoff et al "indicate that the
employers seemed to express more positive attitudes toward hiring
and making special allowances for the handicapped in general than
for the learning disabled in particular.... Employers may feel
that tlxiy can understand handicaps that they can see, whereas
they cannot understand cognitive handicaps, such as ID, which are
not readily apparent." (Mirskoff et al 1987 p. 56)

1 4
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flexible on expectations, other facbors constrain the
consideration. This is especially an issue where the
organization is unionized.

ZEbnianiticw_avisminiciLst,tbelfaiso_tba_ab

In additial to the two techniques menticned earlier,
"flexible expectations" and "m3difyin7 assigned tasks", others
used by supervisors more frequently with MSN than with GP are:

- give immediate feedback cn tb performance
-encourage than to ask questions and otherwise advocate for
themselves

- give step by step instructicms
-provicb concrete dettonstratice of tasks
-remind verbally to do or ormplete a task
-clarify their role as a service provider rather than a
service receiver
-use checklist to follow through an tasks (Appendix 5)

Mese findings were confinaed by the responses to oren ended
%Question A sehich asked in what v.eys the CGS does things
differently with the KW than with the GP. Many responlents said
that the MN need much more feedback and specific instruction
than do the GP. (Appendix 8)

follading example illustates the desire of an Yeri" to be
helped by immediate feedback and direct response:

An employee rambled an and an in conversaticre with
other staff and the CNS. This vas irritating enough
so that her job waa In jeopardy, but the MS did not
kw.; bhat to do about it. The training coach fran
the referring agency was consulted. On the next
falai up visit, the trainirq coach discussed the
issue with the MEN who canfinned that she really
wanted to do well. Hex comment was, "They should tell
me viten I'm talking too much. I'm going to my otis
and tell her that sdenever I am rabbling, she should
immediately tell me to 'shut upl."

Clearly the supervisor needs tO recognize that the behaviors
char-acteristic of MSN require patience, but when brought to the
attention of the -M3t1, redirectian is welcome. Confirmation of
this Was discumed earlier in regard to the ability of the Mai to
accept donstrUctive critiCiani. Bringing the behavior 'to his/her
attentien at the at:tient at tehich it occurs can helP the itSN to
underatand.when and how, te change. Although it is sometimes
difficult far aupervisare to 'be .as dirtht aS requested in the
example, the MSZI -can:benefit frotihonest, iitnediate, specific
feedback -giVen in &kind wa7. This maks beat %den the CGS has
built a trusting relatiOnship with ther SuperVisee.

Techniques fat helping the MSN'to feel Welcome and important
as part of the wOrking team, as those used with any person in a
new, situatiOn, aid job adjustment. Clarifying the jab
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the supervision of MN through the Threshold Program. 'TS fruit
the program ate in regular contact with the cooperating
supervisors. ik*Ever, that the role of the 2:5 is a crwial one is
confirmed by other data from the study.

Earth of the people interviewd moorted that support for the
MS in their work with special needs, employees came from a IS.
Several different models came to light in the disaissions. In
two situatiEnS investigated, tha trainers remain _full time at the
work place, ta- teach job-skills to-fiew.clients referred for
service. Oren thwglitheir official job description 'does not
spec*. the, CiOntinuation, of -serviCe after eiPloyment' takes place,
the,trainers:ramin as a source Of.sitport to the -employees and
their depertnent,heads-beOauSe-bf;their reedit availability and trust
in the trainerta suPerVienryla*dedge. In,other:Sitimtions, TS
trait-the refeiting- agency cone rtio the work Site to, train the
special neadaPerstafor the j, .qtxmlually -phasing Out as the
traineeStIOWS readiness for-employment. tnce eMployment takes
placer the training &itch' or, Counselor- (TS) Makes periodic
foll.0)-up visits and,:_ii,availabla foe crcsis :intervention. Two
affirve action officers interviemed.for thia stixtr, conduct
sensitiVity;training,sessionsielated tO all *Pacts of Minority
hiring for department heardi Ind Other employees in their
ccinperiids and-are also:available mi a resourceidien issues wow.
Every person, interviewed expreaSed. the opinion that smoessful
employment for special needs ,people requires the support of
someone who fulfills the same role as a SS.

In thest.trvey of employers conducted by the Massachusetts
Rehabilitation Commission, employers expressed the opinion that
it ws beneficial to mirk with a local adult service provider. A
quote from that study erphasizes the Value of support personnel,
"Me key to the ;stole thing is the job coach; the coach makes it
vmork." (ta Rehabiliatian Conthission March 1989 p.10)

Ito further clarify the issue of services especially for MSN
and support for the CNS, it is important tq reemphasize that in
the field interviews, the special needs population referred to
inclided individuals with visual, hearing' dr ralijsiCill problem,
with Mental retardation and/or peciple recovering, frau emotional
problems, in-addition to the MSN. A small percentage of the
trainees and emPloyees referred to in the interview fit the
category, JEN, as identified in this 'study. Emphasis is placed
on this point because, oqra and' literature-Is/ere found in the
course Of this eee 1dI ,fcCds specifically on the needs of
the eiPloyeea with Other' -handkapping conditions bat few
comparable .resourcilai Wre diaao'Vered for the MM. Dor example,
Supported.EalaployLnent :for the Aatardect, a-Program adMinistered ksjr
the' Mathechusetts RehabilitatiOn CotimnisSial offers- arsite
training' andlSaPerviscri, stwort id the Mentally retarded, hut
there is an eligibility requirement in regard to IQ which
oceludeS,service ta'theimajOritY of ',ESN viiho test higher. The lack
of services for adUltia With learning disabilities is noted
throughdut the literalize. rierber 1981, Gray 1981, lbffman et al.
1987, Biller 1988, Baring 1990)



Eighty-two agencies serving 6734 clients responded to a
survey of service providers in MA conducted under the aegis of
the W Rehabilitation Commission. The prizery diagnosis for rust
of the clients vas Mental Retardation or some other more visable
handicap. (MA Rehabilitation (ommission Dec. 1988)

Memorandum 1M-37 dated Maly 14, 1981 free the Rehabilitative
Service Administration includes a section cm page 4 which
detereines the eligibility for rehabilitative services under the
following learning disabilities definition:

learning Disability: Individuals who have a disorder
in one or more.of the psychological processes
involved in understanding, perceiving, or expressing
language or concepts (spoken Or ,written)--a disorder
which may manifest itself in-prtblems related to
listening, thinldrig, speaking, evading, writing,
spelling or doing mathemiatical calculationsvmould be
eligible to receive vocational rehabilitation
services if they satisfy the following criteria:

a. Their psychological processing disorder is diagnosed by a
lioensed physician anolior a licensed or certified
psychologist wib is skilled in the diagnosis and
treatment of such disorders; and

b. Their disorder results in a substantial handicap to
employment; and

c. Mere is a reasonable expectation that vocational
rehabilitation services may benefit the individual in
terms of employability.

In 1986 the Rehabilitation Amendments established a new
definition of "severe handicap". People with a physical or mental
disability that seriously limits one or more functional
mpacities (mobility, communication, self-care, self direction,
interpersonal skills, work tolerance, or work skills) in terms of
enployability and stb require multiple vocational rehabilitation
services 'over an extended period of tine viere eligible for
vocational rehabilitation services. 1110 date, most rdlabilitation
agencies have had difficulty at:plying the above severity criteria
to clients with ID. (Biller 1988 p. 76) These requirements make
it difficult' for MEN to receiye vocatiael services because it is
hard to determine a specific medical or psychological diagnosis
for the I. In addition, they are denied service because they
are not considered to have severe enough problems. As a nunber
of interviewees commented, "They fall through the cracks."

Sometimes, an MSN will seek and obtain employment on his/her
awn, rather than being referred. the explanation is that because
of low self esteem, they are elterassed to identify themselves as
having special needs. (Mirwkoff et al 1987), Another explanation
is that MN operate out of an unrealistic concept of their orom
abilities. Inevitably, however their needs shce# ul: and cause
problems on the job. the way that the Threshold program has
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amfronted this issue is to offer a course called Understanding
learning Disabilities. COurse material includes general
informaticn about ID, a perscnal learning profile for each
student, and capensatory strategies for handling personal
deficits in daily life and at work.. Students are exouraged to
be honest about their strengths and toeaknesses %Alen they apply
for jobs. Feecteck from employers indicates that more
appropriate job plaoement is possible because of information
about the IM's abilities and needs.

Several intervieoles commented on the le3NIs denial of
problem. An exarple fraa a large comporaticm illustrates this
point:

An mployee teas eligible for a higher level job in
another deportment. He vas eager for the maw
posticn, bit frightened by his inability to read. On
his cyan he sought help,to learn to read fraa the IS
assigned for special needs smployees, recyesting that
this information not be shared. He vas afrai.d to let
his department head kncw of his deficit or to use the
servioas provided by the calvary, which included
literacy classes, for fear he vould not get the
premoticn.

This example substantiates Macxeber's thesis cited earlier
that despite the fact that same MSN are not up front about their
deficits, the job demands will in tire reveal them. (Macomber
1980) itien the person with special needs is identified, the
possibility is introduced that expectations of his/her
performance will be acre realistic and that special support
services might be made available. The data confirm that when
support services am available, generally from outside referring
agencies, this do6s aid in retaining the special needs permit on
the job.

2anjogaimedIztitems_tojsugztjaesto
Data frau the questionnaires and from the interviews cmfirm

the importance to the MS of the supportive relationship with the
TS. ICrowledge that the IS shares aba:t moderate special needs
and ocnczete %elm to help the mai to function better are
considered vemy valuable. (Appendix 6 and 7) The cpesticonaire
opticn "meets jointly with you and the Main vies rated the most
helpful, superviscay technique used by IS. (Appeldix 6) In the
three say 'meetings, support is given to the MS in solving issues
that arise with the Min al the job. The ...iecard and third highest
ranked supervisory techniques provided by the TS are "establishes
a supportive relationship" and "confers with you alcne"
(Appendix 6) This statistical evidence vas backed up by many of
the respmses to the questicn "What has been the most helpful to
you in you efforts to train or supervise the MEW" Half of the
respondents comented that when they felt frustrated and needed



assistance, it was the support of the IS Rttich helped them
through trying ciramstances. Sane very specifically mentioned
the individual metings with ;:he CMS are the joint meetings with
the M3N. (Appendix 8)

Some MS are uncomfortable about being direct with the I4SN
about his or her shortcomings. Became MN are cmcrete learners
and often miss the subtleties.of gamk.ation, it is ixportant
for the.CtiS to learn to be direct. SeVeral rasponients stated
that being present When the TS 'confronts the msw 'in the three way
meetings encourages thw :to he acre adsertive in handling issues
with the 'Mi. Me 75 mist strake a delicate balance in assessirig

andithen to interwar in issues %tidal arise. It is important
for the CRS and TS to be in ac&ard about; the best techniques for
tr-lping the.MNS in order that neither one urxiennines tt.e
authority of the Other.

Th thit regard ,sanetimes the °IS also has to interpret for
the MI, %too are not uafly articulate ''oout their needs.
Sanetinas too lath is being-asked of the 1484, and sometimes
abi ities are not being tapped became the ONS is afraid to
overtax the MM. In either cases the role of the TS is important
in working toward successful egployment for MN.

Three other techniques used by TS utich offer the CMS
direction in their, vxek with MT warrant commit:

-Clarifies your role in relation to M3N
-Identifies the special needs of the MSN
-Explains strengths and walaxsses of MSN (Appendix 6)

CNS &Avid these techniques very I1pfu1 in their %%lark with the
MSN. Clarity of the expectatiore, both for the supervisor and
the kW, obviously makes a difference. In addition the
information that the IS shares shalt risL4 in general and about the
specific person with shun the CAS is vorking, aids the COS in
coping with daily problem. Responses to Westion B on the
questionnaire, in regard to %ghat was most helpful in c4orking with
NM, supported this finding lyy 'connects w.:ch as "Knowing the
nature of the MW's special needs" "Being clear about what was
expected of le as an CVS. (Arpendix 8)

, it a,so Is

In addition to the support frau the IS, there are other
influences sehich affect the quality of supervision that the CNS
gives to the FM. MS reported trt. categories of factors sthich
enable them to be most supportive of the

1. Internal factors: the MS' personal commitment to toork with
MSN and confidence in hist:er aim supervisory abilities

2. External factors: the specific information provided by the

1.0 22



Included in the first categoay of internal or personal factors
tmre:

-My belief in the overall concept of training and employing the

- My confidence in my overall supervisory ability
- My feeling that I am basically successful in helping the MSN
work to the best of his/her ability (Appendix 7)

Imluded in the externally provided factors sere:

-Being given concrete vays to help kW to compensate for areas
of weakziess

-pnderstanding the special needs of MSK (Appendix 7)

The.high rankings of both sets of factors indicate that
supervisors will be most effective with 113,1 if they have a
combination of personal ccemitsent and iivaination to work with
the MSN, plus guidance and information from the consulting 'IS.

The above dismission suggests that good intentions and
positive feelings of the cts need to be backed-up with specific
information about the needs of the NSW and how to meet them.
Does not this parallel the techniques used tO help the MSN to
function? The research finds
support in the form of rare fleidhle expectations, imediate
feedback, etc, along with very specific irstruction.

We know that in general people function better and with
greater security tehen expectations are clearly defined and
offered with a bit of 111.4. Initially this may appear as a
truismf but it is important to highlight in the oontext of
designing policy and supervisory techniques for working with the
MI population.

ARM
Training, hiring, and/or supervising a person with ricaerate

special needs calls for a major carmitment frau supmvisors, both
in terms of ti me. far training and patience on the job. &clever,the specific findings of this study and the implications that can
be dram fmel them are that there are benefits for the KW, the
employer, the other workers, and the coamiunity at large.

-meaning to life
-greater independence
-social outlets
-sore self-esteem

:I'. A.- .1 a_:

-a, source of dependable and loyal employees sfhich is cost
f4fective

20 .:*;
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-an enriched sork environment because of a diverse vaark force
-the cpportunity for other employees to learn patience,
acceptance and interactional skills

-enhanced employee morale %thich cams from being part of a
company or an organization that demonstrates a sense of social
respcnsihn ity in hiring people with special needs

-individuals who would otherwise he more dependent on community
services are able to attain a measure of independence

-awareness lzr the general pcpilaticn of the capacity of people
with special needs to be productive members of society.

2111110Gitki1ndiMELDLtainitzly_alaitilailias-slemegLarfu

1. MSNs are loyal, dependable employees with good records of
ccnsistent attendance and promptness. They are eager to do
well and respond to supervisicn.

2. Because the special needs of MSNs are often not immediately
evident, performance expectations by employers often exceed
the 14:3Nts abilities, causing difficulty cn the jcb.

3. Limited attention has been paid to this pcpilation. Because
their needs are not readily visible, MSN often "fall thrcugh
the cracks" with regard to receiving needed swport services.

4. Major problems far the MSN on the jcb, as (=pared to the
general population, are insecurity about their role, lcw self
esteem, memory problems, distractibility, inability to
transfer learning, difficulty follouting directions,
repetition of verbalizations and behaviors, and impulsivity.

5. MSN do best when clear, specific, step by step instructions
are demonstrated to them. Other supervisory techniques which
are helpful to MSN's include: flexible expectations, modifying
assigned tasks, and immediate feedback. Regular supervisory
conferences are also important.

6. Ms in the human services need help clarifying their role as
service providers rather than service recOver's.

: 11.41 !, o4 s.. du tc " 46.4. :

1. CVS benefit frcar the support of a training coach or supervisor
(TS) who can provide specific infatiation and supervisory
techniques for %larking with MSN. Joint meetings with the
training supervisor(TS) and the IEN, and the availability of
the TS for cn going 'consultation, support the CNS in their
vzork with the MSN.

2. CNS can,be more supportive to MN when they have a personal
commitment to the principle of training and hiring people with
limitaticns. Carifidence in their aan supervisory skills also
makes MS more supportive.,

21
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3. The match betwEen the expectations of the job, the commitment
of the MS, and the needs of the MIN are crucial for the
employment success of the IEW. Since it takes more patience
and time to integrate and retain an employee with NSN, the MS
is a critical link to satisfactory performance mid retention
of the MSN on the job.

EffiXIIIIIIMILIELIMAISMILMSEEKLUNITIBILERIN

Recommendatiors whidi are implied from the findings of this
study:

1. Further exploration is needed to identify appropriate
occupations in thr., human servi.ce professions and in the
corporate world for the employment of the I. This study has
established that with some modification of job requiremmts,
specialized training, and supervision, the IENs can be a
valuable pool of employees.

2. Himman resource, personnel. and/or training departments in the
business and corporate worlds have the potential to service
employees with MEW and their supervisors. Currently these
departments are called in ;then other personal problems such as
drug abuse, alcoholiim, etc. interfere with job performanze,but, for the most part, they are not as' yet alert to the
specific needs of the ItEN. In the course of this research,
there ttaare bio examples of companies in which the Inman
resource departments diagnosed skill defLcits of employees and
developed training-programs tailored to meet the learning
styles of these employees: Social skills issues affecting job
performance were also addressed in the trebling programs. The
diagnostics revealed that sore of theseemployees fit the
description, of the NSN popilation. It is reasonable to expect
that understanding the nee& of lEN and techniques to work
with them, might be included in the training of personnel and
human resource professionals so that servioe to the ZEN could
be more widespread.

3. Need for more voc.ltional and career planning services for MN
is indicated.by the findings of this study. A service
similar to Supported likployment for the Retarded, cxxild be
modified to meet the needs of the MSN.

4. The development of a guidebook of supervisaty techniques for
#orkiag with the was suggested ty many of the people
interviewed for this study. Such a guidebook is currently
being prepared, ming the findings from this study.

5. The development of public programs to interpret the needs of
lt3N could promote more understanding of their potential to
contribute in the orkplace arid to society in general.
Hopefully this understanding would lead to more services,
making possible appropriate opporthnities to use the abilities
that MN have to become contributing citizens of our
commtmities.
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Lesley Collqge

Appendix 1

29 Everett Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138-2790

THRESHOLD
(617) 491-3739

2 January 1990

Dear

I am writing to request your cooperation in a study I am
conducting of supervision of students and employees with moderate
special needs (MSN). The goal is to develop guidelines for
supervisors which will enhance employability of people with MSN
and contribute to effective job performance.

This study is concerned with general principles of supervising
the MSN population. All experiences which you have had with this
population are relevant. We are definitely not concerned with
evaluating the effectiveness of individual programs or the
workers from them.

Little has been written about the issues of preparing and
retaining the psN population in employment. I know you share
with me the conviction that the more we know about this matter
the better able we will be to establish a work situation that is
most beneficial to both workers and supervisors.

This questionnaire is being sent to a small group of people who
have worked with, or are now wJrking with, the MSN population.
$ecause of the unique character of our sample, it is especially
important to obtain completed questionnaires from as rany
respondents as possible.

All responses will be treated confidentially. Data will be
reported for the study sample as a whole, and not for individual
cases. The identification number on the questionnaire will be
used only to follow up on returns.

After completing the questionnaire, please put it in the stamped
self-addressed envelope. Mail it as soon as possible, and no
later than January 22. All respondents will be invited to a
meeting at Lesley College during academic year 1990-91, where
findings of the study will be presented.

Thank you for your cooperation,

Sincerely,

Elaine S. Reisman
Assistant Professor

26 Early Childhood Coordinator
Threshold Program, Lesley College
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Appendix 2

A STUDY OF SUPERVISORY TECHNIQUES USED IN THE TRAINING AND
EMPLOYMENT OF PEOPLE WITH MODERATE SPECIAL NEEDS

Elaine.S. Reisman
Assistant Professor
Early Childhood Co-ordinator
Threshold Program, Lesley College

January, 1990

This study is concerned with the supervision requirements of
personnel who have the responsibility for supervising the
training and/or employment of people with moderate special needs.
The purpose is to gain a better understanding of the support
systems which interact and affect the performance of this
population in the work place.

The following terms will be used in this questionnaire:

Trainina Supervisor (TS): person outside of the organization
who maintains contact to support the training or employment
experience (i.e. Threshold adviv.r, Mass Rehab counselor)

Work Supervisor (WS): person within the organization who
supervises the work of the on-site supervisor (i.e. agency
director, department head)

On-site Supervisor JONS): person directly responsible for
supervising the work of the trainee or employee

with moderate special needs IMSN): person with
moderate special needs who is assigned to the site by a
training program, or a person who is employed by the
organization

Trainee/employee from the aeaeral population (GP): person from
the general population who is assigned to the site by a
training program or a person who is employed oy the
organization

PLEASE NOTE:

For purposes of this study, a person with moderate special needs
is considered to have most of the following characteristics:

...potential to live independently and maintain employment

..deficits in the basic skills (reading, writing, math)

...problems with abstract reasoning, memory, following
directions, judgments, social skills (one or more of the
above)

...discrepancy between verbal skills and written or
performance skills

...an IQ in the 75 - 95 range

...generally normal physical appearance and abilities

24
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SECTION I. TECHNIQUES WHICH SUPPORT THE ON-SITE SUPERVISOR (ONS)

A. Who supports your on-going work with the
. trainee/employee who has moderate special needs (MSN)?
Check the one you confer with the most:

Training Supervisor (TS)
Work Supervisor (WS)
Other (specify)

B. The following is a list of techniques that a supervisor
might provide to you, the ONS. Identify by mmber
(1,2,3,4) for both TS and WS how helpful each technique
has been in your work with the MSN.

1 = very helpful
2 = somewhat helpful
3 = nothelpful
4 = does .not apply

TS WS

a. C.12 ifies your ro e in re ation to e MSN

. I en i les e specia nee s o e MSN

c. Explains strenglhs and weaknesses of-RNW

. Assigns as s or e MSN o o

e. Suggests specific techniques on how to help

the MSN (i.e. making check lists)

. Meets wi you an e MSN for Joint iscussions

la. He ps es a is goa s or vocaiional growth

of MSN, both long and short term

157 Demonstrates ways of probia-Enving ZEE-

related issues with the MSN (in your presence)
11111

1. Confers with you alone about the MSN

. 0 ers in-service works ops re evant

the MSN population

k. Establishes a supportive relationSEITTaTh you

-1. Expresses empa y or pro ems re a e

working with the particular MSN

m. Gives ac ow e gmen an encouragemeri=

for the job you are doing with the MSN

n. Other (spec:711)



SECTION II. FACTORS INFLUENCING QUALITY OF SUPPORT TO MSN

Please rate (1,2,3,4,5,0) how much the following factors
enable you be supportive to the MSN:

1 = makes me
2 = makes me
3 = does not
4 = makes me
5 = makes me
0 = does not

much more supportive
somewhat more supportive
affect me
somewhat less supportive
much less supportive
apply

a. My confidence in my overall supervisory ability

b. My feeling that I am basically successful in
helping MSN work to the best of his/her ability

c. Good-quality of performance by MSN

d. Recognition of my work with the MSN by TS or WS

e. Advocacy for the needs of the MSN by TS or WS

f. Having supervisor model supportive behavior
onsite with the MSN

My belief in the overall concept of training
and employing the MSN

h. Understanding the special needs of MSN

i. Being given concrete ways to help MSN to
compensate for areas of weakness

. Other (specify)

g-



SECTION III. ISSUES AFFECTING JOB PERFORMANCE OF THE MSN AND GP

For each of the following issues affecting job performance,
please rate the MSN and the GP on the frequency with which
the problem arises:

1 = OFTEN a problem
2 = SOMETIMES a problem
3 = RARELY a problem
4 = NEVER a problem
5 = Not applicable

...:eNT , .
a. 1sence rom wor.,

ar m ess _

c. LacE of ,preparation for assigned tasks
: c o 'ini ia ive in oing o as s

e. ,na equa e socia zing wi. o.. er sta :

viithdiawal_ , , ..,
.

gess vesocia izing° .o e rimen o
g. Distractibilft-

. .w rus, a ion o erance: impa ience
1. Me.mory problems .

3. na.1 i y o, rans,er earning rom one
situalon to another similar one

FA4Mia-4TI4I4VMMF30111.- .1[747TMOIRI .,

prisommilivi AIRIIN VII 0 MAIER il44 ions
m. oor 3u gmen in re a ion o health

and safety issues for themselves
n. oor 3u gmen in re a ion o aea an

safety issues for people with whom they work
o;---- mpw sameness --

p. nappropria e imi se ing wi c =FE
or clients (too lenient)

q. nappropria e imi set ing wi n c i en
or clients.(too punitive)

r. nsecuri y a.ou eir ro e
. ow se -es eem

_

. n exi.i i y in ma ing c anges sc e.0 e as s
. Inability to accept constructive

criticism or re-direction
V. Reluceifice to ask for help when Deeded
w. ysica comp ain s
x. ersona pro. ems in er ere wi wor
y. rooming an ygiene issues

. er speci y
i



SECTION IV. TECHNIQUES WHICH ONS MIGHT USE WITH EITHER MSN OR GP

All of you in this study have supervised the MSN. Many of
you have also worked with the GP. The following is a list
of supervisory techniques. Please check the box indicating
the frequency with which you might use each technique for
each population.

I = Almost always
2 = Occasionally
3 = Seldom or never

SUPERVISORY TECHNIQUES MSN GP
a. Dè e 3o. as in Wirting

,.. .

. Give s ep y s,ep ins ruc ions

c. Mo y asiJigne as s -imi.n
, er

. se c ec is or o ow oug on as s.

.

e. Remin , ver a, y ,o o or:comp ete as

. rovi e concre e emons ra ion so as s

g. Give imme la e ee..ac on 3o per ormance

. Poin ou inappropria e socia e aviors

and suggest ways to modify them

1. Con uc regu-ar y sc e u e supervisory sessions
3. Set imi s or inappropriate ehavior

. Ta e in eres in eir persona i e

Be rea istic wia em a.out t eir

strengths and weaknesses

m. He p em to accept constructive cri icism
n. Be i exi e wi regar o expecte ions

o. Clarify their Me as service provider

rather than service recipient

p. Encourage tali to ask questions and other-
wise advocate for themselves

----------

q. Include them in meetings and other

funbtions of the organization

r. 0 er speci y
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SECTION V. OPEN - ENDED QUESTIONS

A. In what way do you do things differently with the MSN
than you do with the GP?

B. What has been most helpful to you in your efforts to
train or supervise the MSN?

SECTION VI. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

For statistical reasons, please fill out the following
background information:

1. Your professional discipline:

2. Number of years in the field:

3. Organization in which you supervised MSN. (Check one):

Day care center
Nursing home
Geriatric day center
Institution for retard
Sheltered workshop
Special needs school
Retail business
Bank
Other

4. How many different MSN have you supervised?

5. How many different GP have you supervised?

OCTION VI continues)



SECTION VI continued

6. Total amount of time you have worked with MSN in current
or former jobs. (Check one):

3 - 6 months
7 -12 months
13-18 months
19-24 months
25-36 months
More than 36 months

7. How often did you meet formally for supervision with
MSN?

Once a week
Once every two weeks
Once a month
Other (specify)

8. What is the highest level of education you have had?

High school graduate
Some courses after high school
AA Degree (specify field)
BA Degree (specify field)
Master's Degree (specify field)
Doctorate (specify field)

9. Gender

Male
Female

10. Age

20 - 25
26 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 50
Over 50

Thank you for your cooperation in completing this survey. Please
put the completed questionnaire in the stamped self-addressed
envelope and mail by January 22, 1990.



Appendix 4

SECTION III. ISSUES AFFECTING JOB PERFORMANCE OF THE MODERATE
SPECIAL NEEDS (MSN) AND GENERAL POPULATION (GP)

Tabulated for responses indicating that the issue
"often" or "sometimes" affected job performance

Rank
for

Rank
for
GP PROBLEMS

Percentages
MSS GP

(n=65) (n=44)

10 Insecurity about their role 70.3 34.9

16
_

Low self-esteem 64.1 23.3

3 .19 Memory problems 61.9 18.2

4 17 Distractibility 60.9 22.7

22 Inability to transfer learning from one
situation to another similer one

58.5 13.6

Lack of initiative in doing job tasks 56.3 52.3

4 Lack of preparation for assigned tasks 55.7 47.5

18 Inability_to follow directions

Inappropriate limit setting with children or
clients (too lenient)

53.1

52.5

18.6

47.63

10 9 Reluctance to ask for help when needed 52.3 36.4

11 1 Inability to accept conitructive criticism
or re-direction

40.6 52.3

12 24 Re-tition of behaviors and verbalizations 39.1 7.0

13 12 Excessive socializing to detriment of job 38.1 31.8

14 8 Personal problems interfere with work

Inappropriate limit setting with children or
clients (too punitive)

35.4

34.4

36.4

39,015 6

16 7 Inflexibility in making changes (schedule,
tasks)

34.4 36.4

17 15 Inadequate socializing with other staff:
withdrawal

32.3 25.6

18 13 Low frustration tolerance: impatience 32.3 29.5

19 23 Im.ulsiveness 29.7 11.6

20 21 Poor judgment in re:ation to health and
safety issues for themselves

29.7 14.0

21 20 Poor judgment in relation to health and
safety issues for people with whom they work

27.0 14.0

22 14 Physical complaints 21.9 26.2

23 11 Absence from work 21.5 34.1

24 5 Tardiness 12.3 43.2

125 25 Grooming and hygiene issues 10.8 2.3
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SECTION IV.

Appendpc 5

TECHNIQUES WHICH ON-SITE SUPERVISOR (ONS) MIGHT USE
WITH EITHER MODERATE SPECIAL NEEDS (MSN) OR GENERAL
POPULATION (GP)

Tabulated for responses indicating technique was
"almost always" used

Rank
for
NEN

RAnk
for
OP

TECENIQUES MICH ONS MONT USE WITN
EITNER NEN OR OP

Percentages
USN GP

(n=65) (n=44)

1 6 ConduCt regularly scheduled supervisory
sessions

87.3 63.6

5 Be flexible with regard to expectations 84.1 64.3

3 1 Be realistic with them about their
strengths and weaknesses

83.1 81.8

4 7 Give immediate feedback on job
performance

81.5 45.5

5 4 Encourage them to ask quelstions and
otherwise advocate for themselves

81.5 65.9

6 3 Help them to accept constructive
criticism

70.3 72.7

15 Give step by step instructions 69.2 20.5

8 12 Provide concrete demonstration of tasks 64.6 27.3

9 2 Include them in meetings and other
functions of the organization

,___---

60.3 79.1

10 17 Modify assigned tasks (limit number) 60.0 9.1

11 8 Define job tasks in writing 60.0

51.6

51.6

45.5

22.7

25.6

12 14 Remind verbally to do or complete task

13 13 Clarify their role as service provider
rather than service recipient

14 9 Set limits for inappropriate behavior 48.4 43.2

15 11 Point out inappropriate social behaviors
and suggest ways to modify them

34.4 27.9

16 10 Take interest in their .-rsonal life 33.8 38.6

17 16 Use check list for follow through on
tasks

27.7 11.4
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Appendix 6

SECTION I-B: TECHNIQUES WHICH SUPPORT ON-SITE SUPERVISOR (ONS)

Tabulated for responses indicating the technique
was "very helpful"

Responses refer to techniques that a Training
Supervisor (TS) Aight provide to the ONS

Rsdk' TECHNIQUES WHICH SUPPORT THE ON-SITE SUPERVISOR (ONS) Percentages

1 Meets with you and the MSN fOr oint discussiona 7c..2

2 Establishes a suliortive relatiOnahi with :su 77.2

3
. .

Coniers-with yow alone about the'MSN. 76.0

4 Clarifiesjour'role,idrelation,to the MSN

'identifies the,sPecial needs of the MSN5

6 E laine stren hs and weaknesses Of MSN

7 Gives acknowledgment and encouragement for the'job
ou are doing.with the MSN

69.1

66.0

64.8

8 Expresses empathy for problems related to working
With the particular MSN

9 Suggests specific techniques on how to help the MSN
(i.e. making check lists)

10 Offers in-service workshops relevant to the MSN
population

64.3

11 Demonstrates ways of problem solving work related
issues with the MSN (in our resence

58.8

12 Helps establish goals for vocational growth of MSN,
both lon and short term

54.9

13 Assigns tasks for the MSN to do 54.5

3
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Appendix 7

SECTION II: FACTORS INFLUENCING QUALITY OF SUPPORT TO PERSON
WITH MODERATE SPECIAL NEEDS (MSN)

Tabulated for responses indicating the factor made
the respondent "much more" supportive to the MSN

RAKE FACTORS INFLUENCING QUALITY OF SUPPORT TO PERSON
WITE USN ,

Percentages

1 peing.given concrete ways to help MSN to
6...:neate for areaeof weakness

80.0

2 My,beIlef 'Lithe overall concept of training and
employing the-MSN

71.2

3 M: confidence.in . .overall surviso tbilit 70.5

4 Understandin. the s.;cial needs of USN 68.3

5 My feeling that I AM basicallyeuccessful in
hel.in. MSN WOrk to'the best of his/her abilit

59.7

6 Good quality of performance by MSN

Advocacy for the neede.of the MSN by TS or Work
Supervisor (WS)

57.6

45.17

8 Having supervisor model supportive behavior onsite
with the MSS

42.2

Recognition of my work with the MSN by TS or WS 39.3
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Appendix 8

RESPONSES TO OPEN ENDEQ_QUESTIONS

Section V Open Ended Questions:

A. In what way do you do things differently with the MSN than you
do with the GP?

CqEMOn Themes Lot_people*

Give more specific explanations about tasks,
routines, and rules 17

Modify tasks assigned; lower expectations
for MSN 11

Devote more time to supervision of the MSN 11

Give more feedback to MSN; follow up more
closely with MSN 6

Offer MSN more structure 6

Exercise more patience and work harder with MSN 4

B. What has been the most helpful to you in your efforts to train
Pr supervise the MSN?

Common Themes it"otpeople*

Support and availability of training supervisor;
individual consultations with training supervisor;
-in service workshops 31

Written expectations and assignments for the MSN
from the training program 10

Knowing MSN's learning disabilities and adiusting
to them 10

Relationship with the MSN 6

Attitude and progress of the MSN 4

Weekly supervisory meetings with MSN 4

Previous experience working with and/or supervising
MSN 2

* Some respondents did not fill in this question. Others
responded with several of the hemes.



Appendix 9

BACKGROUND INFORMATIDLAINILT_TRE_RESEOIDENTL-TSL_THR_OMILMAIRE

N-65

1. Gender: Female 88%
Male 12

2. Age: 20-25 6%
26-30 31
31-40 28
41-50 25

Over 50 11

3. Education: High school graduates 3%
Some courses after high school 6
AA degree 8
BA degree 51
Master's degree 32

4. Academic Specialization:
Early Childhood Education or Development 55%
Day Care Management 2
Human Service Rehabilitation 9
Social Work 5
Business 2
Other 8
None splcified 20

5. Current Professional Discipline:
Early Childhood Administration 29%
Early Childhood Teacher 43
Adult Human Service Administration 5

Adult Human Services/Direct Service Provider 12
Special Needs Educator 2
Other 6
No answer 3

6. Years in the professionol field:
Range: 2-25 years
Average number of years: 11

7. Organization in which MSN was supervised:
Day Care Center or Pre-school 72%
Adult Human Service Setting 19
Special Needs Program 5
Retail 4

8. Number of students/trainees supervised MSN GP
Over the course of time:

Range 1-12* 0-hundreds
Average 3 12

* One respondent wrote "countless" (not averaged in)



1.

PEOPLE INTERVIEWED

Larry Shulkin, Co-owner, Allen Pen Company

Appendix 10

2. Al Davis, Vice-President, Chief Financial Officer, Nova Bio-
Medical

3. Mary Ann Rapoza, Site Supervisor, Supported Employment for
Persons with Mental Retardation, Nova Bio-Medical

4. Barbara Sylvia, Site Supervisor, Supported Employment for
Persons with Mental Retardation, Newton Marriott

5. Members of the Personnel Department, (group interview),
Newton Marriott

6. Elaine Tocci, Employment Manager, BU Bookstore

7. Bea Riley? Affirmative Action Recruiting Manaaer, Harvard
Community Health Plan

8. Alta La Point, Co-ordinator of Handicapped Services, Human
Resource Department, University ci MA Medical Center

9. Jim McCarthy, Recruiter, MIT

10. Caroline Satkwich, Supervisor, Bill Adiusting Department
Lechmere

11. Edie Evans, Recruiting Co-ordinator, John Hancock Insurance

12. Les Hemings, Director of Human Resources, John Hancock
Insurance

13. Marilyn Hayes, Assistant to General Manager, Customer
Service Department, Filene's

14. Sheryl Dorsey, Word Processor II, Supervisor, MA State
Department of Employment and Training

15. Vernell Price, Tax Enforcement Manager, MA State Department
of Employment and Training

16. Jerry McDonnell, Director, Neville Manor Nursing Home

17. Diane Clark, Early Childhood Educator, Former on-site
supervisor of Threshold Students

18. Chrissie Remington, Early Childhood Educator, Former on-site
supervisor of Threshold students

13, Karen Muncaster, Director, Program for the Learning
Disabled, Middlesex Community College



People-Interviewed cont.

20. Laura Patey, Educational Consultant, Trantec Inc.

21. Marty Gold, Program Coordinator, Supported Work for Persons
with Mental Retardation, Morgan Memorial Goodwill
Industries, Inc.

22. Anne Chace, Regional Coordinator, MA Project with Industry

23. James Fratolilo, Supervisor, Office of Employment Services,
MA Rehabilitation Commission

24. Joy McMahon, Proiect Coodinator, Regional Technical
Assistance Project, Office of Employment Services, MA
Rehabilitation Commission

25. Ilene Asarch, Program Coordinator, Work Supervisor for
Persons with Mental Retardation, Jewish Vocational Services

26. Anthony Voto, Supervisor, Mail Services, Suffolk University

27. James Hardeman, Manager, Counseling Department, Polaroid
Corporation



QweAtismilaire px.e.-tgAtgft by:

Appendix 11

Harriet Kahn, Director, Northeastern University Day Care Center

Robin R. Maltz, Public Health Educator, Healthy Baby Project,
Harvard University/Boston City Hospital

Carole Noveck, Work World Advisor, Threshold Program

Fran Osten, Training Supervisor, Early Childhood, Threshold
Program

Rtasarch cQnsult4nt:

Joel I. Reisman, Consultant, Research Statistician, Department
of Public Health, State of Massachusetts

Content gonsultBrItS.:

Carole Noveck, Work World Advisor, Threshold

Fran Osten, Training Supervisor. Early Childhood. Threshold
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